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from the editor

Dear Readers,
As the final weeks of 2019 play out to close
another interesting business year, most
are focused on preparing for 2020. The last
quarter of the year, is taken up finalising
budgets and plans for the next big program
roll-outs for the next business year, and we
tend to leave the remaining part of the year
on auto-pilot.
However in planning the next year’s programs,
new product launches and business plans, do
we reflect the short term global “predictions”
or even the medium/long term mega trends
in our roadmap as effectively as the urgency
calls for?
There is no doubt, that at present
everyone is focusing on technology
advances and digitalisation – also dubbed
Digital Transformation, which is a major
consideration. And rightly so, this mega trend
and initiative, will enable many solutions
to solve other predicted concerns but also
shorter term issues that most businesses will
face.
In this context I refer specifically to important
emerging trends, that will affect us all.
Resources depletion, de-globalisation, energy
conservation, environmental awareness and
sustainability awareness, are a few that will
have a big impact across many industries.
Such predictive trends are not new, but as
they are revisited by eminent futurists, they
keep emerging as the main “eye-catchers” of
our time.
To be fair and realistic, given these global and
high impact mega-trends and predictions, it
is quite a challenge to know where to start
and to incorporate them into business plans.
But for sure, the answer is not to ignore them
either.

An ongoing manifestation, that keeps
repeatedly emerging, is that we are living
in an “era of uncertainty”, where anything
can happen and immediately impact many.
As such the way we do things has to also
change and adapt to the new realities.
Whilst we are all aware of what the
priorities in the supply chain are, to meet
these challenges, I am not sure if the
supply chain initiatives, are fully embedded
into corporate planning priorities. The
realisation that the supply chain is no longer
just an enabler in the business model but a
strategic function, has been well and truly
embraced by many. However there are still
a lot that have not yet twigged to such an
important fact.
I continue to encourage all Supply Chain
practitioners of large, medium and small
companies to address their role and the
positioning of their supply chains. Review
the megatrends and predictions ready
available around you and start to take real
actions.
We firmly believe that the relevance
and sustainability of any business of
the future, will be largely dependent on
the effectiveness of its supply chain as a
strategic game changer and as tactical tool
for the execution of the business strategy.
As always we welcome your feedback &
contributions on topics or subjects you
would like to share with us. Write to the
editor at info@lscms.org
Happy Reading & good wishes from the
Editorial Team at LogiSYM.

Joe Lombardo
Editor in Chief
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a word from the president

It has been a busy year, and even with
Christmas on the anvil, the LogiSYM and
CargoNOW teams have been working
non-stop on a few projects with no sign
of opportunities or activities abating. We
are very thankful for all your support and
encouragement.
It has been pretty much the same on
the work front as well. We have more
demands on our time at the moment,
since making a few tough decisions in
the second half of the year and we are
looking forward to 2020.
Many of us expected 2019 to be a 'bad'
year, and yes, it has been challenging,
but nowhere near as devastating as the
doomsayers predicted. It was not all
smooth sailing, but for the dynamic and
agile supply chains, 2019, and indeed
2020 presents opportunities.
The US-China Trade War has been a
hot topic, but global trade is not an
American war movie. What do I mean
by that? Have you ever noticed that
regardless of the war, if you watch an
American war movie, it would seem that
only the Americans were fighting the

war on their own without any other
allies or main characters? If you watch
American news, you could be forgiven
for thinking that Brexit, the challenges
in Hong Kong, and even the fires in
Australia were inconsequential and did
not affect trade - and indeed the lives
of people.
Will there be a trade deal between the
US and China? Of course there will be,
and yes, there will be some impact
on global trade and how businesses
and supply chains are structured and
where we operate. Still, many of us will
have moved on and will be capitalising
on more lucrative markets and
opportunities.
The pendulum swings both ways, and
LogiSYM hopes to be right there with
you on your supply chain journey.

Raymon Krishnan, FALA, FCILT
President
The Logistics & Supply Chain
Management Society
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It is also extending its airline
brokerage solutions to include
new carriers and new scheduled
consolidation origins from those
already available.

Photo Source: https://neutralairpartner.com/aero-africa-opens-a-new-control-tower-office-inshanghai/

Air cargo management group
Aero Africa has opened a
centralised customer service and
solutions centre in Shanghai.
Managed by Eric Dong, who
has experience in the Chinese
airfreight market, the control
tower office will be responsible
to sign local and independent
customer service agents in the
Asian region.
It will also assist them in
promoting its African final mile
logistics solutions and gateway
cargo services.
Juergen
Anwander,
director
business
development
and
compliance, said: “Earlier this
year Aero Africa launched neutral
scheduled consolidations with
competitive airfreight wholesale
rates from the major Chinese
gateways to JNB, CPT, NBO and
LOS.

“In partnership with 20 carriers,
we offer scheduled cargo services
and maindeck solutions from our
gateways in EU, UAE, JNB, NBO
to more than 60 difficult to reach
destinations in Africa exclusively
to freight forwarders.”
He added: “Our main focus is
airfreight of in-transit cargo from
Asia and the Americas as these
markets historically have lack of
space on first sector, limited main
deck capacity directly into Africa
and much higher end to end rates
as a direct through master air
waybill to Africa.”
Aero Africa will this year deploy
sea-air solutions ex-Asia for Africa
via Jebel Ali, Mombasa and Durban,
as well as express and time critical
solutions “tailored exclusively” for
the Africa marketplace.

Jamie Anderson, director African
solutions, stated: “With an African
network in over 84 airports,
covering all 54 countries, and
with selected trusted air cargo
professionals in each, we offer
bespoke cost-effective solutions
for Africa.
“This includes freight collect,
airport to door, delivered duty
paid, neutral break-bulk, time
critical, project air cargo, as well
as final mile solutions including
services to remote difficult to
reach destinations in Africa,
all through one single point of
contact, control, and management
as Aero Africa.
“We
have
also
developed
a
customized
e-platform
destination profile note for each
country/airport in Africa which
also includes hard to reach
remote destinations in Africa
and is exclusively available to our
freight forwarding, consolidators,
and airline clients alike.”
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Vietnam’s sea transport sector
continues to achieve steady
growth, with goods transported
by the country’s fleet reaching
more than 81 million tonnes
in the first half of 2019, a yearon-year increase of 16 per cent.
Statistics from Vietnam Maritime
Administration also indicated that
in the same period, Vietnam’s
ports handled 308.8 million
tonnes of goods, up 13 per cent
year-on-year. Changing tides in
the global economy could further
fuel this growth.
Striving to become a maritime
powerhouse by 2030, Vietnam
industry players are following
global
developments
closely
in order to thrive. To position
the Southeast Asian nation for
growth, Asia Pacific Maritime
(APM) 2020 exhibition and
conference organised a half-day
Vietnam Maritime Event in Ho Chi
Minh City today where local and
regional speakers shed insights
into issues impacting the Vietnam
and global industries.
Yeow Hui Leng, Group Project
Director, APM said, “Vietnam
has developed significantly over
the past three decades and its
economic outlook remains bright
despite economic headwinds
and global uncertainties. Rapid
economic expansion has driven
shipping demand. However, the
country will need to stay atop
of tightening regulations and

modernise. As a platform that
supports Asia Pacific shipping,
APM is heartened to have leading
maritime experts join us in
addressing the current and future
needs of Vietnam.
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can also power fuel cells, a future
fuel which is deemed one of the
most feasible in achieving a lower
carbon approach to shipping.”

THE GREEN AGENDA
A major shake-up for shipping,
the IMO (International Maritime
Organization) 2020 Global Sulphur
Cap will come into effect in less
than two months, from January
2020, presenting a high technical
requirement for shipowners.
As this will undoubtedly raise
operating and management costs
due to increased fuel cost, major
shipbuilding territories such as
Japan, the European Union and
USA, are seeking means to use
liquefied fuel to reduce costs.
This presents an opportune time
for Vietnam to learn from global
maritime players, while it relies on
imports of the cleaner fuel in the
meantime.

About the sulphur cap’s impact
on Asia, Simon Neo, Executive
Director, SDE International said,
“Asia is very much prepared for
the IMO 2020 and all major ports
have made suitably graded fuels
available. In the lead up to the
regulation’s implementation, we
are seeing vessels in the region
being fixed with scrubbers.
However, major ports, apart
from Japan, do not allow open
loop scrubbers to operate within
their territorial waters. And
vessels using the closed loop or
hybrid system will also face some
problems with the disposal of the
waste products produced by these
scrubbers, because not many
port states have announced their
readiness to receive this waste for
treatment and safe disposal.”

Shedding light on methanol,
Chris Chatterton, Chief Operating
Officer of Methanol Institute
said, “Methanol, unlike other
alternative fuels, can really
‘move the needle’ with respect
to meeting both the IMO2020
regulation and the carbon
intensity reduction targets set by
the IMO along several renewable
or zero carbon production paths.
Renewable Methanol can act as a
long-term transition fuel, while as
an efficient carrier of hydrogen, it

SOLUTIONS FOR TOMORROW:
DIGITALISATION
Though
Vietnam’s
shipping
industry is poised for growth, many
industry players remain beset with
outdated maritime assets and
limited access to capital, thereby
hindering digitalisation. In light
of this, the Vietnam Maritime
Department issued an official
call in late 2018 for Vietnamese
maritime players and shipowners
to accelerate the adoption of
Industry 4.0 technologies.On
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ships, Bui Văn Trung, Secretary
General, Vietnam Shipowners’
Association
said,
“Vietnam’s
national fleet consists mostly
of second-hand ships, many
of which feature technologies
of 15 years ago or older – this
puts us at a disadvantage amid
fierce competition from newer
ships of foreign owners. While
modernisation is a must to survive,
it is also a grave problem for
the shipping companies, chiefly
because of low profitability in
business and lack of development
funds, especially from commercial
sources. The current shortage
of skilled maritime manpower
is also another problem for the

this topic, Assistant Professor
Okan Duru, Director of Maritime
Studies, Nanyang Technological
University
(Singapore)
said,
“Digitalisation is an inevitable
investment
for
survival.
If
shipowners and operators cannot
adapt to this transformation of
Industry 4.0, they will be wiped
out by Industry 5.0. Among
various solutions of digitalisation,
workplace automation and Ship
5.0 (embedded ship automation)
will change the ecosystem
dramatically. Tipping-point is not
as close as perceived, but it is not
that far.”
About the state of Vietnam’s

&

shipowners
business.”

in

running
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Impact on shipbuilding industry
Another
challenge
facing
Vietnam’s shipping industry is
a dwindling fleet – the number
of ships decreased from 1,600
in 2018 to 1,568 at present[3].
But there are bright sparks in
this arena, with international
suppliers of equipment and
spare parts trending towards the
Vietnamese shipbuilding industry
to leverage the vast local potential
for growth. With opportunities
coming Vietnam’s way, there is a
need for shipbuilders to pick up
pace.
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is Myanmar. “In recent months,
we have been faced with limited
airfreight space out of Myanmar,
with lead times of up to four
weeks from booking to lift-off,”
Luca Ferrara recounts.

This solution allows us
to offer our customers a
more flexible option for
their urgent airfreight
shipments, with stable rates
all year round

Due to fluctuating airfreight
capacities out of China and
Southeast Asia, an increasing
number of customers rely on
cargo-partner’s
alternative
solutions via combined air and
road transport. In addition to the
existing service from Myanmar
via Thailand, the logistics provider
has now introduced a new service
from China to Europe and the USA
via Hanoi, Vietnam.
With its land-air service, cargopartner reacts to the need for
a reliable and cost-efficient
alternative to direct flights out
of Asia during airfreight peak

times. As of November 2019, the
company has introduced a new
solution from China to Europe and
the USA via Hanoi. Luca Ferrara,
CEO Asia Pacific, Western Europe
& Americas at cargo-partner,
explains the situation: “Due to
the current capacity backlogs for
airfreight out of China, bookings
need to be placed at least one
week in advance. Even then, there
is a risk that shipments will be
offloaded and postponed to the
next available flight, which could
easily delay a shipment by an
additional week.”
With the new land-air service
via the Vietnamese capital of
Hanoi, cargo-partner provides a
convenient alternative to direct
flights out of China.
The combined land-air solution
comes with total transit times
of approximately 8-10 days,
including road transport from
China to Hanoi, air transport from
Hanoi to Europe or the USA, and
delivery to the final destination.
The option is available for large
shipments from 3,000 kg upward
and allows for more stable and
competitive rates than direct
airfreight.
Another country which has
repeatedly been affected by
capacity backlogs in airfreight

As an alternative, cargo-partner
offers a specially designed solution
combining air and road transport.
The service includes trucking
from Myanmar to Thailand within
2-4 days, airfreight from Thailand
to Europe or the USA within 2-3
days, and on-carriage to the final
destination within 1-2 days. In
addition, cargo-partner handles
all customs formalities at borders
and airports.
“This solution allows us to offer
our customers a more flexible
option for their urgent airfreight
shipments, with stable rates all
year round,” Luca Ferrara adds.
cargo-partner took its first steps
into the Far East in 2004 with
the opening of its first offices in
Taipei and Shanghai. Today, the
company is represented with
more than 750 employees in 17
countries across the Asia-Pacific
region.
In addition to air and seafreight,
the
logistics
provider
has
expanded its service portfolio
in the region to warehousing,
cross-border trucking as well as
rail transport solutions across the
New Silk Road.
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The transaction also includes the
purchase of real estate at select
facility sites currently leased by
Emergent under long-term lease
agreements.
“As the leader in global cold storage
market share and innovation in
the cold storage sector, we look
forward to making Emergent part
of the Lineage team,” said Chris
Jamroz, Emergent’s Executive
Chairman.

Photo Source: Emergent Cold

This acquisition strengthens the
Company’s leading port presence
in the United States and signifies
its entry into the Australian,
New Zealand, and Sri Lankan
temperature-controlled logistics
markets, building on Lineage’s
existing presence in the AsiaPacific region.
“Food producers, manufacturers
and retailers are looking for cold
chain partners who can offer a
dynamic and truly end-to-end
temperature-controlled logistics
solution, and one that can reach
every corner of the world,” said
Greg Lehmkuhl, President and
Chief Executive Officer of Lineage.
“Welcoming Emergent to the
Lineage family not only adds
significant
capacity
to
our

international footprint, but also
deepens our commitment to our
port strategy and international
trade. We are better able to help
customers respond to constantly
shifting market dynamics, such as
global network optimization, tariff
impacts, consumer preference
shifts, and much more, while at
the same time unlocking new
potential market opportunities to
sell their goods.”
With the acquisition, Lineage
adds
a
newly
constructed
distribution centre in the DallasFort Worth market as well as four
U.S. port facilities in New Orleans,
Houston and Charleston to its
expansive network of locations
supporting import, export and
customs brokerage services for
its customers.

This transaction also positions
Lineage to take advantage of
growing demand for cold storage
space in Australia – a sector valued
at $5 billion – and in neighbouring
New Zealand, Vietnam and Sri
Lanka.
The sector is rapidly evolving and
is an integral part of Asia-Pacific’s
domestic and international supply
chains for food products including
dairy, seafood, raw and cooked
meat, poultry, frozen vegetables
and other frozen or chilled foods.
Once the deal closes, Lineage will
be poised to help customers meet
growing export demand and their
need for a more expansive supply
chain.
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Thomas Knudsen said he was
delighted to have been appointed
MD to build on Mr. Byrne’s
transformation of Toll Group.
“The Toll Board has exciting
ambitions
to
expand
Toll’s
operations in Australia, Asia and
the rest of the world. We have
enormous opportunity and I look
forward to get to work.”

Toll Group has announced that
Michael Byrne will be stepping
down as the Managing Director
of Toll Group on 31 December
2019 after three years in the role.
Thomas Knudsen will be the new
Managing Director of Toll Group,
effective 1 January 2020.
Thomas is currently President of
Toll Group’s Global Forwarding
division, which he began in
January 2018. Originally from
Denmark, Mr Knudsen has over
twenty-five years’ experience in
freight forwarding and contract
logistics, including living and
working across Asia, Australia,
the United States, Europe and
the Middle East. Mr Knudsen will
continue to be based in Singapore.
Toll Group Chairman John Mullen
said Mr Byrne, together with his
team, has led Toll Group through
numerous challenges since his
appointment in January 2017.
“Michael was appointed as
Managing Director at a pivotal
time for the company. Under
Michael’s leadership, Toll has
delivered on a comprehensive
transformation
program
resulting in improved safety, a
more efficient operating model,
stronger operations, and better
governance across compliance,
tax and regulatory matters. Toll
is now well-positioned because of
the foundations that Michael has
created,” John said.
“Thomas is a seasoned logistics
executive with proven capability

Photo: Thomas Knudsen, new Managing
Director of Toll Group

to lead through significant change
and growth across Asia in what is
a very challenging environment.
Thomas was a standout candidate
because of his deep knowledge of
the industry, deep understanding
of Asia, global experience and
track record in building high
performing international teams.
The internal appointment will
provide continuity while bringing
fresh perspectives and ideas.”
Michael Byrne said his time as MD
had been focused on developing
a strong safety culture, building
a strong leadership team and
renewing the fundamentals of the
business.
“I am proud of the enormous
strides we have made that
will position the company for
future growth. Our journey to
be a truly global, world class
logistics company is a long-term
aspiration. We have achieved
much as a team, but there is a lot
more to do,” he said.

In line with the company’s
ambitions
to
improve
the
performance of the Australian
Global Express division while
driving growth in Asia, Bruce
Wilson, President Global Express,
will assume full accountability for
the operations and performance
of the division.
“The
arrangement
ensures
Toll customers benefit from
dedicated focus on the Australian
Global Express operations while
the company pursues growth
opportunities for Toll and our
customers in Asia and the rest of
the world,” Mr Mullen said.

The Toll Board has
exciting ambitions to
expand Toll’s operations in
Australia, Asia and the
rest of the world.
We have enormous
opportunity and I look
forward to get to work
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DHL Express, the world's leading
international express service
provider, presented its new
Strategy 2025 on the occasion of
the opening of its € 123 million
state-of- the art hub at CologneBonn
Airport.
Digitalization,
e-commerce and sustainability
are at the core of the company’s
journey to further improve growth
through quality. By investing
more than € 1 billion annually in
technology and infrastructure and
by putting the new green logistics
center into operation, DHL clearly
demonstrates its ambitions. An ice
energy storage system with over
1.3 million liters holding capacity
and 18 kilometers of piping
ensures the hub stays cool in the
summer and warm in the winter.
This system in combination with
a heat pump and solar panels on
the roof makes this an entirely
emissions free solution.
“Since its founding 50 years ago,
DHL has time and again made its
mark with innovative solutions
and powered the rapid evolution
of the Express industry as a whole.
The many new technologies at our
Cologne hub are just one more
example of this, and it shows the
basis of our new Strategy 2025 as
well,” explains John Pearson, CEO
DHL Express. “As the experts in
export and import, we can only
grow by ensuring top quality,
which is why we invest more
than a billion euros each year in

employee training, infrastructure,
and digitalization. The main
goal here is to increase our
transport and delivery capacity
for time-sensitive TDI shipments
to
meet
the
ever-growing
customer demand in the area of
e- commerce. At the same time,
we’re continuously improving on
process efficiency. Our recently
published quarterly results show
pretty clearly that we’re on the
right track.”
DHL completed the upgrade of its
air hub at Cologne-Bonn Airport in
August 2019 following a two- year
building and renovation phase. In
the hub’s 15,000 m² sorting center,
with its 12,000 m² warehouse and
3,000 m² office space, several new
technologies allow DHL Express
to process up to 20,000 shipments
per hour on its 2.5-kilometerlong conveyor belt. A number
of other additions, including 3D
scanners and vacuum lifters, help
make life easier for the hub’s 340
employees, who hail from 34
different countries.
“The € 123 million investment in
our new hub clearly shows our
commitment to the CologneBonn region and ensures the
future of a lot of jobs here,”
says Detlef Schmitz, Managing
Director of the DHL Express hub.
“This also makes the hub an even
more important part of DHL’s
international network. With the
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new direct route between Hong
Kong and Cologne, 28 daily
flight movements, and our use
of state-of-the-art technologies,
we are proud to be contributing
– sustainably – to the worldwide
growth of DHL Express.”
DHL Express is the most
international company in the
world. With a presence in over
220 countries and territories,
it transports over 400 million
shipments per year. 22 hubs
worldwide form the backbone of
the DHL Express network, which
includes over 260 dedicated
aircraft, 17 partner airlines, and
a capacity for over 3,000 flights
daily to over 500 airports. In 2018,
the company announced its plans
to add 14 new Boeing 777 aircrafts
to its own fleet.
“We expect continued growth
in the coming years, especially
in
cross-border
e-commerce
trade,” says Travis Cobb, EVP
DHL Global Network Operations.
“By modernizing our air fleet, we
can increase our intercontinental
connections and do so with
reduced carbon emissions and
less fuel consumption. Next year,
we will deploy another six brandnew planes from our Boeing
order.”
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The Digital
Disruption in
Supply Chain
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Supply Chain Analysts are saying
that in 10 years, fewer workers will
be required to support a growing
population
of
nonworkers,
and labour supply will shift to
undeveloped regions of the world
that are less educated and less
technically skilled.

right skills and mindset willing to
perform these manual tasks.

Additionally, however, there will
continue to be a shortage of
workers willing or wanting to
work in low skill, manual positions.
This will cut across developed
and less developed countries
alike as the demand or need for
low skill workers in supply chain
roles will continue to outstrip
supply. Individuals who claim that
technology will displace workers
who currently fulfil these roles are
not really considering that many
supply chain operations are today
challenged to find people with the

To compound this ever-evolving
issue around labour, supply chain
leaders want to make the right
business decisions and invest in
the right technology to prepare
their organisation for the future.
There are, however, so many
factors to consider and so many
unknown variables that “getting
it right” seems almost impossible
and the “noise” created by
incumbents and newcomers alike
in this space makes deciding what
is the “right” path or approach is
even more challenging.

Understanding
trends
and
impacts is a challenging task for
supply chain leaders responsible
for identifying and putting in place
strategies to build the right set of
capabilities. With digitalisation
and Industry 4.0, we all expect
our supply chains to undergo a
major transformation process but
many of us are unsure where to
start and where we will end up. In
the Middle East, this opportunity
is further compounded. Not only
do we have to contend with the
plethora of digital supply chain
tools as shown in Figure 1, it is
also a region where supply chain
expertise is at a nascent stage and
the geographic conditions are not
replicated in any other area or
region so we are not able to use
best-in-class examples to help us
design our customised solutions.

Planning for this talent shift or
lack of low skilled talent is just one
area that supply chain leaders
need to focus to build a successful
future supply chain.

Advanced
analytics

THE LANDSCAPE
OF DIGITAL
SUPPLY CHAIN
MANAGEMENT
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FIGURE 1 – THE LANDSCAPE OF DIGITAL SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT.
Source: The Supply Chain Digital Disruption, by KORN FERRY Institute
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One of the most
important skills of the
future supply chain
workforce will be
digital dexterity.
Identifying this opportunity is
what led IQ Fulfillment to set up in
the MENA region as a springboard
to China and the ASEAN region
– especially in supporting SME’s
where IQ Fulfillment centres will
be the gateway to increasing the
growth footprint of SME’s who
are on the path in their respective
digitisation journeys.
So where do we start? According
to Gartner, four factors will
converge as we move toward this
digital transformation.
THE LABOUR SUPPLY IS
SHRINKING
To reemphasise the point around
the shortage of labour that we
made at the beginning of this
piece, world labour supply hit
an inflexion point in 2012 when
the proportion of non-workingage population growth became
greater than the working-age
population. This trend will
continue and will have a major
impact on supply chain talent
planning. Programs to attract and
bind talent are a necessity and one
of the key things organisations can
do is to highlight to newcomers
in the industry how relevant,
interesting and technologically

advanced the supply chain
industry is - and needs to be to
keep up with future demand. This
is one of the consideration we
had in mind when IQ Fulfillment,
made significant investments to
set up our facility in Dubai as a
showcase for the MENA region.
One of the most important skills of
the future supply chain workforce
will be digital dexterity. The ability
to adapt to technology at a rapid
pace and the readiness to use
advanced analytics and artificial
intelligence (AI) in decision making
will be crucial in an increasingly
automated environment.
MACHINES ARE INTELLIGENT
The full potential of AI has not yet
arrived. This will rapidly change
over the next few years, especially
when it comes to supply chain use
cases such as demand planning
and order-to-cash processes.
The
predictive
analytical
capabilities of technology that
many are touting as the best
and greatest in AI is not really
“intelligent”. Often it is simply
algorithms coupled with superior
computing capability. Real AI
capability is still over the horizon.

VIRTUAL IS THE NEW REALITY
The soft drinks industry uses
image technology to understand
out-of-stocks and retail store
conditions
in
near-real-time.
3D digital products, such as 3D
printing,
enable
on-demand
production and personalization.
These are two examples of virtual
capabilities that will continue to
emerge and impact the supply
chain.
Supply chain leaders should watch
for digital twins, a technology
that will redefine supply chain
models. Digital twins create a
digital representation of not just
physical products or assets but
also process characteristics. As
such, digital twins are perfect for
experimentation and modelling
to test for critical variables.
CIRCULAR IS THE MAINSTREAM
ECONOMY
The traditional economy is linear:
Take resources, make a product,
use the product, dispose of the
waste. The future looks different,
as avoidable waste production
will be considered unacceptable
by society. This means that supply
chain leaders have to embrace a
circular economy in which a used
product is returned, recycled and
then reused in some way.
For such a solution to be efficient,
it must be automated, and this is
where the previous factors come
into play. Using technologies
such as digital twins and AI in an
automated fashion enables the
supply chain to execute against
circular-economy principles by
acting on its own and ultimately
becoming its own ecosystem.”
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What are the main barriers when it comes to digitising the supply chain? (can choose more than one)
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FIGURE 2 – WHAT ARE THE MAIN BARRIERS WHEN IT COMES TO DIGITISING THE SUPPLY CHAIN?
Source: The Supply Chain Digital Disruption, by KORN FERRY Institute

BARRIERS TO IMPLEMENTING A
DIGITAL STRATEGY
This table
from Korn Ferry
Institute highlights the main
challenges
organisations
highlighted
when
asked
what
prevented them from
implementing a digital strategy
The main challenge identified
was the lack of a digital strategy.
Second however and perhaps
more important to us – as it is
people who design, implement
and drive strategy - in order to
deliver the full potential in a
function, is the need for talent
to deliver this change. The war
for supply chain talent to drive
digital transformation is further
intensifying.
With digital disruption changing
markets
everywhere,
top
executives around the world are
changing their priorities. For
example. Korn Ferry International
surveyed 100 senior supply
chain executives, along with
interviewing
academics
and
consultants, to explore issues that

leaders face and their approach
to building and organising the
required talent to support this
transformation. More than half of
the respondents (53 per cent) had
a formal position to lead digital
supply chain management, with
most (92 per cent) reporting to a
COO, Chief Supply Chain Officer
(CSCO), or to a supply chain
leadership member.

With the centres eventually being
set up by IQ Fulfillment, more
and more individuals will be
introduced and trained to leverage
the latest technologies and we will
play in some small part, a role in
developing – and digitalising the
Supply Chain industry from MENA
to the rest of the world.

Fadi Amoudi
Founder & CEO
IQ Fulfillment, IQ Robotics and IQ Express

Fadi Amoudi, a successful entrepreneur with a track-record in founding online and
offline enterprises across the Middle East, is the Founder & CEO of IQ Fulfillment,
IQ Robotics and IQ Express in Dubai, UAE. Drawing from his extensive FMCG
background, Fadi set his sight on transforming the supply chain capabilities in
the MENA region, and contributing to the exponential growth of the E-Commerce
sector by addressing its main hurdle; fulfillment.
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Tackling
Disruption Through
Supply Chain
Engagement
An interview with
Joseph Lim, APAC Sales Director
BluJay Solutions
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In this issue, we are
interviewing
Mr.
Joseph
Lim,
Asia
Pacific Sales Director
of BluJay Solutions
to discuss some of
the
opportunities
and
challenges
in the Asia-Pacific
region during these
turbulent times, and
the importance of
customer experience
as part of service
delivery in the supply
chain.
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Network. It needs
to be clear to our
customers as to what
these developments
mean
for
their
businesses. The goal
for us is to power a
frictionless
supply
chain. We already
have about 50,000
participants in the
GTN ecosystem –
including customers,
carriers,
freight
forwarders,
and
suppliers.
The
connectivity
and
collaboration
provided
by
this
powerful
network
helps
companies
operate
more
efficiently
and
facilitate
multienterprise workflows.

A notable evolution
of BluJay is
the strength of
our integrated
applications, built
to work within a
network, producing
powerful data that
companies can use
to their advantage.

Q:
We
last
interviewed Doug
Braun, then CEO
of
now
BluJay
Solutions in April
2016, back when it
was Kewill. When we spoke to
Doug, we learned about the
Kewill MOVE platform. Can you
please give us a brief overview
of BluJay and how it has evolved
since then?
We have been BluJay since March
2017. Key to the BluJay brand is that
it brings together our company
including
prior
acquisitions
(Blackbay, LeanLogistics, and so
forth) under one global identity.
I think you would have heard
me talk about our Global Trade
Network, which is a core aspect
of the BluJay brand. I think the
GTN is really about universal
connectivity. This connectivity is
among all the participants, that is
the customer base, the carriers,
and other participants on the
network, and having the capacity
to provide end-to-end visibility,
as well as to improve the speed
and agility of their business. A

notable evolution of BluJay is
the strength of our integrated
applications, built to work within
a network, producing powerful
data that companies can use to
their advantage.

Q: BluJay Solutions is obviously
playing a leadership role in
providing a platform that
enables supply chains. In
applying industry 4.0 thinking
to supply chains, it becomes
obvious that it's not just about
having a single technology
that drives the business. What
are the technologies that are
of particular importance to the
Supply Chain Industry?
At BluJay we collapsed all the
things we've been doing the last
two years after rebranding from
Kewill. This included the launch
of our GTN, the Global Trade

Looking past that network, we
offer business-critical solutions
that support customers daily.
These include transportation
management
solutions,
warehouse
management
solutions,
customs solutions
and more. These solutions need
to drive data-driven decision
making for our customers. One of
the big initiatives that we have is
our BluData, using data from our
ecosystem, which makes powerful
data available for our customers
for better decision making for
their day-to-day operations. This
data could be a benchmark from
across the network so they can
determine, for example, which
are the rates that make sense
for them? Another example is
whether or not a particular lane
performs against peers in the
network using aggregated data.
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Of course, this is all wrapped up in
the BluJay way with a streamlined
user experience supported by our
global team.

it very much to themselves. But
we have a framework to replicate
the success we have in this regard
in in North America.

Q: From your response, it seems
like there's a big emphasis
on getting data right, and
using big data and analytics.
Does that mean BluJay is
driving or enabling external
benchmarking for customers?

Q: At LogiSYM Malaysia in
2019 you are presenting on
customer
experience
and
how it is driving supply chain
innovation - can you outline
what you mean by that and
the role that customers play
in pushing organisations to
innovate?

So, I will talk about the North
America business. This is already
available for our North American
customers, especially for the

I think one of the big topics we
talked about from report that we

direct correlation between how
they rank themselves – lower than
their peers in terms of supply
chain performance. So, I think
that's a really clear indication
as to how enhanced customer
experience
and
innovation
wraps around what is offered to
customers, which results in real
business benefits. Ultimately,
customers need to ask "how can
your business create that business
benefit for your customers?"
So a lot of the LSPs out in the
market space when they look at
enhancing customer experience,
it is about delivering that business
benefit for their customers.

Q: How do you think the current
trade environment affects the
customer experience from a
supply chain perspective? What
do companies have to do to
ensure they continue to deliver
in this environment?

Photo: Joseph Lim presenting at LogiSYM Malaysia 2019

truck rates. What this means
is that customers can actually
benchmark against let's say, for
example, a route from Chicago
to maybe the West Coast, maybe
to San Francisco and so forth. So
based on the 50,000 participants
on the GTN, there is a lot of data
available (for aggregation). We do
that benchmark for customers,
especially in North America.
In the Asia-Pacific region, the
sharing of data is still sensitive,
and there is a guarded mindset.
So a lot of the data is still very
much proprietary, and they keep

did, with Adelante SCM, a thirdparty analyst, was on enhanced
customer
experience.
What
we uncovered was a very close
relationship between the aboveaverage performers as well as
innovators, and how they rank in
terms of supply chain experience
performance, internally as well as
externally.
We found that for average, and
even below average performers
(even the laggards), a lot of
the time they do not measure
customer experience. It has a

If we take the situation in Hong
Kong, as well as Brexit, the USChina trade war… let's wrap it
around that as I am sure there
will be something else around
the corner that we might not see.
Ultimately it's about disruption
- whether it's political, whether
it's environmental, whether it's
technology, we don't know. So
right now, we see a lot of political
disruptions, for Hong Kong, Brexit,
the US-China trade impacted
markets. It does have a direct
detrimental effect on modern
supply chains. However, there is
also a chance for logisticians to
look at this as an opportunity.
They must imagine with all
this disruption; there is the
possibility that businesses could
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expand very quickly. Let's say for
example, with the China-US trade
war; we see a lot of the modern
supply chain silently looking at
Vietnam, looking at Indonesia,
as they're manufacturing cars. So
that creates opportunity. There
is much change. So how would
companies look at expanding
with these disruptions and reduce
their risk?
It'll be through systems and
platforms that they can grow,
to change their business, with
agility without committing assets?
If companies want to go assetlight – they don't want to own 200
trucks, for example, in a particular
region – then how do they work
with carriers? How do they work
at enabling their relationships
in those future regions that are
expanding very quickly, as well
as addressing those that are
contracting? Flexibility is essential
at this time.

Q: How can the voice of the
customer be heard across
supply chains when some
organisations struggle to listen
to it within their own company?
What advice do you have for
companies that are just getting
started with this level of
digitalisation and integration?
I think the most common
misconception is that supply
chain innovation needs to be
completely new, or disruptive,
to their organisations. The most
successful customer experience
innovation that we've seen
in companies is not about
revamping every system or every
process in their supply chain to be
innovative.
They need to strike a middle
ground. It's not about chasing
after every shiny new technology
that comes along, whether it
is drones, whether it's bots, or
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robotics, and so forth. It's not
about starting on proof of concept
with the tech behind it. It's also
not about dismissing all these
new technologies as well, because
it could be really relevant.
If let's say, you are a business that
tries new picking processes and
last-mile delivery technologies,
someone like Amazon or Lazada,
then yes, the robotics, the picking
technology that's available out
there will make a lot of sense for
you because it will be beneficial to
your business.
I think this necessitates striking
the middle ground and having a
clear understanding of the end
goal. So what's your angle? Is it to
enhance the customer experience?
Whether is it cost reduction, or
competitive advantage, and then
have a planned way to execute
and achieve goals – including
KPIs.
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But we also see many
customers adopting
that customercentric mindset, that
prioritises customers
not above, but rather in
tandem with ROI. So it
allows that disruption
and that flexibility to
change.
Q: Companies are typically
focused on customer loyalty,
boosted brand reputation, and
of course, increased profits.
Customer experience can seem
like an additional expense that
might be hard to measure and
assist with these metrics. Is
this the case?
It's hand-in-hand, and I think
many customers will always
look at ROI as one of their
measures. But we also see
many customers adopting that
customer-centric mindset, that
prioritises customers not above,
but rather in tandem with ROI.
So it allows that disruption and
that flexibility to change. Many
customers say, "Hey, my supply
chain is humming along, you
know if it ain't broke, don't fix it."

We know, we've seen companies
come and companies going, or
people like, Kodak, BlackBerry,
we’ve seen these businesses kind
of rest on their laurels, and want
to remain comfortable. They don't
fix things; they want to remain at
the status quo. We do, however,
see customer-centric businesses
continue to grow; more companies
like Amazon, where they look at a
customer and think "how do we
improve on that on a daily basis?"

Q:
In
the
journey
of
digitalisation and improving
the customer experience, ROI
is the most common metric we
hear about. Is this still a valid
metric and should companies
be looking to other measures?
If so, what and how do they
help companies realise value

for their customers?
I think that with customer
experience, it is not just one
word. It's not just about customer
satisfaction. There are a lot of
different ROIs behind that, and
if we focus on the supply chain,
there are metrics like visibility, ontime delivery, for the customer
it is about getting a premium
fulfilment service at little-to-no
cost. So, I think the expectation
is that customer service and
customer experience enhances
quite a fair bit, and the ROI is
beneath that.

Q: How should the supply chain
industry re-think the future
with so many variables &
challenges seen ahead?
So I think a good statement would
be "Don't be complacent."
Keep a peripheral view of the
obstructions that are going to
happen in the market space,
whether it is politics, technology,
environment, and so forth.
I think the people, the processes,
the technologies that made us
successful to date, they have
already made you very, very
successful. However, that's all you have got to keep a view of the
disruption.
And don't rush to rest on your
laurels and keep at whatever
made you successful. What I do
today is not necessarily going
to be what makes me successful
in the future. It's about that new
year, new quarter.
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3 Strategies to
Overcome the
Challenges of
Cross Border
E-Commerce
Logistics
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E-commerce is booming across
the world. Today’s consumers
are savvier at comparing goods
and services online and making
informed purchase decisions.
They now look beyond their
country for the best deal.
As one of the fastest growing
sectors (growing an astounding
5-7 times the rate of global gross
domestic product) in the retail
industry, retailers should sit up
and pay attention. Successfully
extending your offerings beyond
your local markets can boost sales
by 10-15%.
Here is where a robust cross
border
e-commerce
logistics
infrastructure comes into play. To
tap on this deepening gold mine,
merchants need to think and go
global – can you sell and deliver
your merchandise across the
world?
WHY IS CROSS-BORDER
E-COMMERCE FLOURISHING?
Sharing his thoughts in a 2019
interview, David Abney, CEO

of United Parcel Service (UPS)
highlighted the expanding techsavvy, and younger middle class
and their growing appetite for
e-commerce in emerging markets
like China and India as key
growth factors for cross border
e-commerce.
Statistics
are
mind-blowing.
In China alone, cross-border
e-commerce sales are set to hit
$140 billion by 2021; no mean
feat when the country already
claims 40% of the entire world’s
e-commerce sales. This lofty figure
is forecast to exceed 60% in a few
years. Likewise, in high-income
countries like Singapore, 55% of
all e-commerce transactions are
cross border. Residents can afford
to spend and expect fast shipping
times with its considerable
logistics infrastructure.
Savvy retailers have plenty of
opportunities to grow their
business in 2019. However,
leaving the comfort of your local
markets to venture into the
untested waters of cross-border
e-commerce can be challenging.

Today’s consumers are
savvier at comparing
goods and services online
and making informed
purchase decisions. They
now look beyond their
country for the best deal.

What do you even look out for?
To help you out, we share 3
distinct issues in cross border
e-commerce logistics for retailers
who are preparing to go global.

1. CROSS-BORDER
E-COMMERCE LOGISTICS
REQUIRE EFFECTIVE
LOGISTICS PROCESSES
Cross border delivery journeys
are naturally more complex than
domestic deliveries. Journeys
tend to involve multiple delivery
handoffs between postal and
commercial logistics partners for
each leg of the journey. As such,
delivery times are uncertain due
to potential delays at customs.
Therefore,
your
logistics
processes need to be optimized
for both customer transparency
and detailed logistics reporting:
First, ensure your customers are
kept in the loop with proactive
updates on the delivery’s journey.
Cross-border
deliveries
have
more variables involved to bring
a parcel from supplier to the
customer’s doorstep. From supply
importing delays to potential
delays at each border’s customs;
how you manage this process
defines your shipping times which
will have knock-on effects on
customer satisfaction rates and
retention rates.
Remember,
customers
value
transparency in the logistics
process and you need to set
the right expectations when
communicating expected delivery
times in your post-purchase
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experience.
Second, ensure your logistics
back-end
supports
detailed
logistics reporting across multiple
carriers.
These additional complexities
extend
to
your
back-end
reporting. Each carrier involved
multiplies the complexity of how
you are going to evaluate carrier
performance and can become an
issue if not managed properly.

2. UNDERSTAND DIVERSE
SHIPPING REGULATIONS
AND CUSTOMS IN
DIFFERENT COUNTRIES
In cross-border shipping, each
market has many different rules
and regulations that must be
observed to avoid delays in the
delivery process. Retailers also
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security regulations for each
country you are shipping through
Thoroughly
examine
local
government
and
taxation
needs to ensure customers
are not surprised by additional
government taxes when items
arrive at their final destination.
Otherwise, you risk creating an
unhappy customer

If each carrier has their own
logic of displaying and reporting
on tracking events, you need to
ensure each carrier’s respective
tracking events map to the same
stage of the delivery journey with
a common, standardized event
mapping approach.
Once the products leave your
door, you need to rely on external
logistics partners to deliver on
the promises you made to your
customers. Why not do the due
diligence to ensure they will
be able to match your service
standards?
Bonus tip: evaluate the standard
of customer service provided by
your logistics carriers
Did you know questions about
order delivery status make up 30%
of all incoming service inquiries?
With cross-border transactions on
the rise, expect to communicate
a lot more with your carrier’s
to investigate your customer’s
orders. Get them to provide
regular customer service reports
and evaluate if their customer
support is easy to work with.
These simple checks can save you
lots of headaches down the road.

need to be mindful of the different
legal and financial regulations of
each market they plan to expand
to.
Stay updated with local logistics
regulations in each country and
abide by local security laws. Also,
consider
exploring
potential
issues around data privacy and
how your data is processed and
stored.
Some
logistical
and
legal
considerations for aspiring crossborder shippers to bear in mind:
Have
proper
documentation
regarding the order and its
value, shipping details from
your suppliers and all necessary
information from your customers.
These documents should then be
provided to the driver and courier
companies and are especially
important for customs clearance
Stay updated with the latest

Be mindful of each country’s legal
limitations of what goods can be
sold to whom

3. ADAPT AND LOCALIZE
YOUR CONTENT TO
ACCOUNT FOR THE LOCAL
MARKET
When entering a new market,
retailers need to be sensitive to
cultural nuances and language
differences
when
building
marketing
campaigns
and
product descriptions. With 87% of
consumers not fluent in English
refusing to purchase at Englishonly sites, a critical first step is to
translate your e-commerce site
and associated after-checkout
tracking pages into the local
languages.
While the translation of content
is an excellent first step, the
localization process doesn’t stop
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there. Full localization means
adapting your solution and
content to fit the target audience’s
user habits and preferences. You
choose different words when
they have the potential to offend,
change colors and products
featured to fit local preferences
and festivals.
Amazon does this particularly
well.
In their localized site for India,
Amazon focuses on mobile
phones; a critical piece of
technology in many Indian homes.
The homepage also features
third-party ads on the right and
product recommendations in
Hindi; a feature unique to India’s
page

In comparison, Amazon’s Japan
homepage features prominent
promotions and advertising for
White Day, a festival celebrated
in Japan on 14th March, a festival
where men return gifts to women
who gifted them chocolates on
Valentine’s Day.
Vary your website and branding
with accepted cultural norms
and design practices across
the
different
markets
to
ensure familiarity and better
user experience for your new
customers.
Cross-border e-commerce is a
land teeming with opportunities:
Indeed, more customers across
the world are using the Internet
to discover and purchase goods

not available in their domestic
market and numbers continue
to rise. With countries like China,
Southeast Asia, Mexico, and even
Australia steadily becoming rich
opportunities for cross border
e-commerce, consider expanding
into different markets as a growth
strategy in 2019.
However, with every venture into
unknown lands comes risks and
things for retailers to keep in
mind.
Use these three comprehensive
strategies to overcome the
challenges that come with
facilitating
cross
border
e-commerce logistics for your
business to thrive.

Joshua Poh
Marketing Manager
Parcel Perform

Photo Source: https://www.parcelmonitor.com/

Joshua is the Marketing Manager
at Parcel Perform, a global tracking
management
solution
that
supports e-commerce merchants
& enterprises in managing the
complexities
of
e-commerce
logistics and fulfillment.
At Parcel Perform, Joshua leads
Parcel Perform’s digital, content
marketing initiatives and all other
related marketing and branding
efforts. He is an experienced
marketer in the B2B software
space and currently writes about
e-commerce logistics and customer
experience for Parcel Perform’s
blog.
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